
 

SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA  
‐ SING THE SONG OF THE UNKNOWN ‐  

ʺSubstantia Innominataʺ is the 10ʺ VINYL ‐ series by Drone Records, presenting works inspired by or related 
to ʺthe Unknownʺ around or within us.   OUT NOW (April 2012):  

SUB-16 • LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM  
    "Atanimonni Aitnatsbus" 

 
Behind LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM (= also known as LUNAR ABYSS QUARTET or just 
LUNAR ABYSS)  we find Russian artist EVGENY [Biosonar] SAVENKO from the vivid St. 
Petersburg experimental & post-industrial scene. Since more than a decade he's producing a 
unique style of music combining elements of droning ambient industrial, traditional folklore and 
electronic, tribal/trancy psychedelism, adding pure sound-experiments often based on field 
recordings. A strong DIY-attitude (self-released albums usually have handmade covers with 
ornamental drawings & paintings) is connected with a shamanistic and pan-religious philosophy. 
Meditation, Trance, the wish to explore the own unconscious areas by ecstatic experiences and 
a deep connection with nature are his main characteristics.  
The two pieces "Atanimonni"  and "Aitnatsbus" were especially recorded for our 10"-series and 
give a wonderful example of the typical L.A.D.O.-style: two long tracks (total 23+ min.) of 
stunning multi-layered compositions, using lots of detail-sounds from domestic and wild animals, 
mountain winds and brooks, forest shelters and a destroyed missile garrison, soviet analog 
synths, north saami female voices / singings, subtle (neo) classic harmonies, bells & gongs... 
hyper-dense & fluid at the same time! Both tracks end up in endless grooves (water & fire) to 
symbolize the connection to timeless energies. Lim. 500 with artwork by ARTYOM 

OSTAPCHUK (KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK / ZHELEZOBETON label), comes on sky-blue, crystal & white mixed vinyl.  
"Recordings of field recordind sounds were made in the summer of 2009 in the Carpathian mountains and the land of lakes in Karelia, 
during a miraculous journey, full of joyful inspiration. Party of analog synthesizers recorded by sound-poet Lesnaya Pogan during a cold 
winter 2010 in Moscow." [Evgeny Savenko] 
 

NEXT RELEASES: ILLUSION OF SAFETY, BRUME, COLUMN ONE, MOLJEBKA PVLSE, BASS 
COMMUNION, JOHN DUNCAN !!!  
 
PREVIOUS RELEASES / AVAILABLE BACK-CATALOGUE:  
SUB-15 [AD]VANCE[D] - 24   the Dutch master of loopy trance-inducing collages (ex VANCE ORCHESTRA) has collected field 
recordings from a full day of his existence and processed them to form an atmospheric travelogue. The aural world seen from a 
subsconscious perspective. Cover by ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN ONE); 500 copies pressed in flamed solid white & black vinyl 
SUB-14: YEN POX - Universal Emptiness    finally NEW material by the "almost legendary" US-duo, working with deep e-bass sounds 
to create a really isolationistic mass of darkest cosmic ambience; artwork by EYELYFT, over 30 min. playtime, black vinyl! 
SUB-13: NADJA - Ruins of Morning  experience the avantgardish drone-metal duo at their most dark & beautiful; 500 copies on 
GOLDen vinyl, fantastic artwork by Marcin Lojek. Two very long tracks, playtime 40+ minutes !! This is also the very first 10" vinyl from 
NADJA.  -> LAST COPIES! 
SUB-12: KALLABRIS - Music for very simple Objects     one of the most mysterious & thought-provoking German experimental 
projects with a bizarre formation of sequential sounds derived from field recordings; "substantia innominata et principium innominatum" 
(Kallabris). Great full colour artwork by Mal Hoeschen (Multer, Genesungswerk), transparent flour green vinyl  
SUB-11: OLHON - Lucifugus   Project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE using pure sounds from an abandoned large metal water tank 
located in a forest in Tuscany; orange vinyl, artwork by Tilmann Benninghaus 
SUB-10: MICHAEL NORTHAM - Suhina   An ode for the wind moving through trees. white vinyl, artwork by Indian artist ROHINI 
SUB-09: VOICE OF EYE - Substantia Innominata   Great return of the sublime duo from New Mexico, almost 40 minutes of new 
material! clear vinyl with golden dust        
SUB-08: HUM - The Spectral Ship   Universal drone-ambience,  sound that exists with no impact of two subjects in contact 
SUB-07: OÖPHOI - Potala     A movement into the center of holy places, first ever vinyl by the Italian deep ambient master 
SUB-06: RLW - Contours Imaginaires   Few seconds of piano sounds, the rest is imagination. A masterpiece by the ex P16D4 
SUB-05: BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Drone Gnomes  Acoustic trance by San Francisco's great masters of obscure atmospheric noises 
SUB-04: CISFINITUM - Devotio    Tremendous bell-sounds dissolving into pure vibrations by the Russian cult project                                       
SUB-03: NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES - Zona Incerta   Last release by the Belgian performance group using many field-recordings  
SUB-XX: SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA STARTER SET: Choose 10 SUB- releases of our 10" series (except SUB-01 which is sold out 
totally) for a special price! 

 
All 10" vinyls with full colour cover & pressed on colour vinyl (usually), in editions of 500 copies 

SINGLE PRICE: € 12.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE PRICES 
www.substantia-innominata.de // full mailorder-catalogue at: www.dronerecords.de  


